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start by finding a site that does not
require a username and password to
access a file share. if it is a file share
password, you should be able to crack
the password in a matter of minutes.
you can always come back to a site
later and start the cracking process
again with a different set of file share
passwords. remember, you will get
the most unique passwords by using
more than one cracking process. after
you have cracked the first password,
use the cracked password to
determine the username, and then go
to the next file share password on the
site. if you have cracked more than
one file share password, you can also
use the cracked passwords to
determine the username. after you
have determined the username, use
the username to crack more
passwords. using the username for
cracking passwords is usually easier
than using the domain name. how can
you reduce the risk of being one of
the unfortunate ones? stick to short,
memorable passwords that do not
contain easily guessable components.
change passwords periodically. use a
password manager to generate and
store passwords. (we'll use lastpass
for this tutorial.) in the next step, click
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the "add account" button. you'll be
presented with a selection of
browsers and devices to sync the
lastpass data. since we're working on
the mobile version, we'll select
"mobile". you'll be asked to enter your
email address and create a password
for your new account. once the
account has been created, you'll be
redirected to the lastpass homepage.
the first thing you'll see is the vault.
this is where you'll store your
accounts, passwords, and other data.
click the "add account" button to
create a new account. select
"browser" from the drop-down menu
and enter the url of the mobile app.
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password cracking is a process by
which a password is recovered from a

plaintext password. this is usually
done by guessing the password or by

brute-force using a dictionary. the
password recovery will work only for

passwords that have not been
encrypted with the rsa algorithm.

there are several methods of
recovering an encrypted password. a
password cracker that is capable of
recovering a password is called a

password cracker. the process may
involve a brute-force attack or

dictionary attack. brute-force attack
means that the cracker tries all the

possible combinations for the
password. a dictionary attack refers

to a list of known passwords. the
cracker will check if any of the words

in the dictionary are also in the
encrypted password. if the password
is encrypted with the rsa algorithm,
then it is impossible to recover the

password without knowing the key. if
the encrypted password is recovered,
then it can be used to log on to a user

account. the password is encrypted
with the rsa algorithm. the password
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length is between 1 and 60 characters
and is usually printed on the user's

identification card or password
recovery card. a password cracker
program may be used to test an

unknown password. a password is
given to the cracker which will try to

discover the correct password. a
cracker may use a dictionary to try
the guess a password. a brute-force
password cracking method would be

to check every combination of a
password. unlike other types of

encryption, password encryption is
based on the assumption that the

password will not be revealed to the
general public. a password is

encrypted using a symmetrical key
algorithm. 5ec8ef588b
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